The Magic School Bus: For Lunch

Video Questions

Directions: Watch the Video and answer the questions based on the knowledge gained from this Magic School Bus episode.

1. What is the first step in digestion?

2. How does the Magic School Bus get into Arnold’s digestive tract?

3. What are those “humungo” white things and what are they for?

4. The esophagus attaches the mouth to what organ?

5. Why do the walls of the stomach move?

6. What in the stomach was eating away at the outside of the bus?

7. What is the function of the villi in the small intestine?

8. What substance is absorbed in the large intestine?

9. How does Ms. Frizzle’s class get out of Arnold’s digestive tract?
Bonus:

10. Who was Arnold trying to impress throughout this entire episode?
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